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Course Directions: The 5K course starts on the concrete Trinity Trail at Panther Island just west of stage #3. It proceeds southwest and south on the Trinity Trail; west across the Margaret Tilley Bridge; turns south on the concrete Trinity Trail to the turnaround point just before the wooden railroad bridge; proceeds back north on the concrete Trinity Trail; transitions over to the limestone trail just north of the creek bridge; transitions back to the concrete trail just north of the Tilley Bridge and continues north for a mile and a half; turns east across the downtown pedestrian bridge located north of Henderson; turns south on the concrete trail and finishes just south of the Henderson Bridge.

Start - On the concrete Trinity Trail on the east side of the Trinity River, 157' 11" south of the south edge of the Panther Island blue stage #3 located on the east side of the trail and south of the Henderson Bridge

1 Mile - On the concrete Trinity Trail, 61' 7" north of the northeast corner of the concrete base of a wooden park bench in memory of "Earl Antwiler" located on the west side of the trail south of Cottonwood Drive.

Turnaround -
On the concrete Trinity Trail, 133' 9" north of a "911 CF 82" sign located on the west side of the trail just south of the wooden railroad bridge.

2 Mile - On the concrete Trinity Trail, 130' 3" south of a "911 CF40" sign located on the east side of the trail and just north of the 7th Street Bridge.

3 Mile - On the concrete Trinity Trail, 47' 6" north of an "Unauthorized Motorized Vehicles Prohibited/Violators Will Be Prosecuted" sign located on the east side of the trail just north of the Henderson Bridge.

FINISH - (same as start)